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Mind control: are you being seduced?
by Mary Sehl
Is your mind being controlled?
This is the question which the
Citizens Commission on Human
Rights (CCHR) will be answering
next month at a Toronto conference
entitled "Operation Mind Control".
Both the CCHR and the conference
are sponsored by the Church of
Scientology.
Members of the CCHR were on
campus last week distributing a
survey which "probes your
awareness of marketing and
advertising techniques being
practised today" as well as "your
awareness and experience in regards
to psychiatric and psychological
practises." The survey was
•distributed throughout the
Kitchener-Waterloo area.
Brian Beaumont, a member of the
CCHR said the organization was
originally developed to investigate
the rights of mental patients, and
still performs this task today.
Although the majority of the
members of the CCHR are also
members of the Church of
Scientology, Beaumont said it is not
a necessary qualification.
The group is now organizing the
December conference which will
feature threemajor speakers. Walter
Bowart will discuss C.I.A. brain-
washing techniques, Biran Wilson
Key, author 6fSubliminalSeduction,
w" discuss subliminal advertising,
and Ellen Passmore will discuss the
"excessive use of prescription mood
modifying drugs on women by
mental health professionals."
Beaumont said the conference will
discuss the involvement of the
C.I.A. in a Montreal hospital during
the 1950's and 60s. He claims
electro-shock therapy and L.S.D.
were administered to some patients
in experiments at this time.
Beaumont is also concerned about
the "counterintelligence program"
in which he claims F.8.1, and C.I.A.
intelligence men were trained to "to
disrupt and neutralize groups they
felt were subversive."
Beaumont said the topic of
subliminal advertising will form the
"lighter side" of the conference. He
believes such advertising is effective
and says it is definitely still used in
Canada today. He feels-subliminal
advertising is a violation of human
rights because it leads people to do
things which are not of their own
desire.
Dr. Frederick Binding, a
Psychology Professor at WLU, said
the case referred to in the Montreal
hospital came out in -the House of
Commons a few years ago and
"could have been viewed on the
evening news." Binding believes the
psychologist concerned was thrown
out for his involvement.
Binding was contacted by the
CCHR concerning the distribution
of their survey. He said he may
present thesurvey to his students"as
an example ofan attitude scale", but
will not be distributing it.
Binding feels the questions in the
survey imply some things are secret
which in fact are not. For example,
he claims the use of psychologists
working for advertising firms' has
been occuring for 40-50 years.
Psychologists working in this area
perform research to discover what
attracts people to buy impulsively
and attempt to develop advertise-
ments which will stay in the
consumer's mind. However Binding
said psychologists are not able to
force people to buy things.
According to Binding, "Experi-
mental evidence on subliminal
advertising has shown no clearproof
that anything happens at all." He
said "It is doubtful that we even
perceive it. let alone act upon it."
Binding questions the motives of
the CCHR in developing their
survey. He said, "I'm hesitant about
how they will use it. Obviously they
are not neutral scientists."
None of the topics which the
CCHR will be discussing at the
conference are surprising revela-
tions according to Binding. He
believes the concern over the use of
modifying drugs which will be
discussed at the conference to be
justifiable, and said psychologists
and psychiatrists' themselves have
been concerned for many years.
Binding believes "there has been an
era in which we (psychologists and
psychiatrists) made heavy use of
drugs." At the time, Dr. Binding
said both professionals and laymen
saw the use of drugs as a "cure-all".
Binding said "psychologists have
made mistakes, and still do, and will
continue to, but they are not
conspirators."
The CCHR will hold their
conference at the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education on Dec. 2.
Tickets are $15 for students and $25
for the general community.
WLUSU Board
RE chairs calm meeting, MS and others report
by Mark Wigmore
The WLUSU board meeting
Sunday night proved to be the place
for a fair amount of activity and a
previously unknown calm. The
meeting was high-lighted by the
Report of Student Publications
President lan McKelvie, plans for
increased student security on pub
night and the appearance of the t-
shirted twins, MS &RE.
The meeting began with the
Report of the President, Mike
Sutherland. Sutherland explained
that there had been a problem of
communication between the Home-
coming Chairman and Tamiae, and
because of it Tamiae believed the
subsidy for the floats for the parade
to be $200 instead ofthe actual's 150.
Sutherland said that Tamiae had
apporached the Operations and
Management Board (OMB) for the
difference between what they spent
and the acutal subsidy,-about $50.
Sutherland reported that OMB
decided to turn down the request
since every effort had been made to
notify float makers of the actual
WLUSUsubsidy and seemingly
every other group making floats
seemed to know.
Further, Sutherland"-asked that
the Turret be closed on Thursday
(today) at 11 am so that the set-up
for the Max Webster concert
Thursday night (tonight) can be
clone.
Next, lan McKelvie gave a report
on the activities of Student
Publications. He apologized for the
lateness of the Student Directory,
stating that problems with the
printer, Mustard Seed, had caused
the delay. He hoped that students
would not blame the editor of the
Directory for the delay, stating that
it was not her fault. Student
Directories are 'planned to arrive
sometime next week.
McKelvie mentioned that the
Cord was accepted into OWNA
(Ontario Weekly Newspaper
Association) and that this would
give them a discount on news print
supplies. He then urged the board to
consider paying off the loan on the
new typesetter and to consider
hiring a permanent part-time
employee to operate it. He stated
that the loan should be paid off
quickly because of the high interest
rates and that the typesetter "could
be a lemon or a gold mine"
depending on how it is used.
McKelvie then said that Local Ad
revenues for the Cord were down
but that three people were now
working on it and things looked
promising.
Finally he added that the Student
Publication By-laws were being
redone to better complement those
of WLUSU.
In Tom McCauley's Vice-
President's Report, he stated that
increased student security would be
used to patrol the campus on pub
nights, specifically Saturday nights.
He stated than an increase in
vandalism on campus was the
reason for it. He said these patrols
would be used to augment the
regular security on campus and they
would be in contact by walkie-
talkies with them at all times.
The meeting at this point went in-
camera. Upon coming out ofcamera
Tom McCauley made the motion
that the Standing Committee
headed by the President of WLUSU
look into changes to and job
descriptions of the four full-time
WLUSU employees.
A recommendation was then
made that the chairmen of the
various committees of the board
have a report of theirpast activities
and future goals ready for the next
board meeting.
The Reportof the Treasurer, John
Bazilli, was then given. Bazilli went
over the budgets of all aspects of
WLUSU operations in order that
the board be better able to assess
WLUSU's financial position when
the new floor is finished and its
furnishing needs to be done. Bazilli
estimated that WLUSU had a
$70,000 cash surplus at present.
Bazilli, as Chariman of the
Building Committee stated that the
Committee would be hearing from
the Liquor Inspector, the Fire
Inspector. Wintario and various
other people this week concerning
what needsto go into the new second
floor of the Student Union Building.
With regards to the proposed
elevator for the handicapped, Bazilli
stated that the board would have to
pay $2,000 for an assessment of its
location, size and cost by an
e-ngineer before a Wintario
application could be filed.
Board (bored?) members were quiet at long meeting
Money lacking for Biz building
by CarlFriesen
WLU will be applying for an
additional $157,000 in Government
aid to finance construction on
campus, reported Donald Roberts,
Chairman of the Board of
Governors Building Committee at
the last Board meeting.
"I think we've been led to believe
that there is hope" that the
application will be successful,
Roberts says.
The construction in question
involves a stairwell and the three
executive offices between the Arts
and F.C. Peters buildings, says Wes
Robinson, Director of Physical
Plant and Planning, and it will
eliminate the need for one wall from
the new building and provide better
access.
He added that the university took
it upon itself to build the addition
because the offices were needed.
Application has been made in the
past for the $157,000 which will
finance the construction, Robinson
says, but the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities (MCU) said to keep
reapplying.
He speculates that the MCU may
be waiting to see if the larger F.C.
Peters Building comes in under
budget, and if it does, thereis a good
chance that the request for aid will
be granted.
Peter Venton, Vice-President:
Finance, agrees that this may be the
cause for thedelay in considering the
application.
The application will be filed
before the end ofNovember, he says,
and a reply is expectedbefore March
31.
Robinson acknowledges that the
sum requested is rather small
compared to the totalof3.65 million
already furnished by the MCU for
the construction of the F.C. Peters
Building, and says the chances of
gaining approval are good inasmuch
as the university has already
committed itself to funding $90,000
towards the total cost of the new
building.
WLUSU
by Karen Ainslie
The Cord discovered last week
that WLUSU possessed a cash
surplus of about $80,000, as stated
by Dean Fred Nichols at the recent
Board of Governors meeting.
Upon further investigation, it was
found that this seemingly large
amount was not so unusual after all.
From a statement of unappropri-
ated funds presented by WLUSU
Treasurer, John Bazilli, at Sunday's
Board of Directors meeting, the
following figures were obtained.The
accumulated surplus from the
annual budgets of approximately
the last five years totals$40,000. The
budgeted surplus for/the 1979-80
fiscal year totals $26,000, although
this is subject to change. The excess
funds in the bank balance as of
November 18 totals $4,000. The
funds available to WLUSU then
total $70,000.
Bazilli said the reason for such a
large anticipated surplus in the
surplus
budget this year, is the increase in
the three main sources of revenue.
These include student fees—student
enrolment increased more than
expected this year—revenue from
the Turret—fewer bands have
resulted in decreased expenses—and
the games room.
The $70,000 surplus is being
budgeted to cover expenses for the
construction of the new floor of the
Student Union Building.
John Bazilli WLUSU Treasurer
Young Liberals eager to see Trudeau
by Beatrice McMillan
The WLU Liberal Club joined
forces with Liberals from all over
Ontario last weekend in a three-day
Policy Convention in Toronto. This
proved to be a great learning
experience for club members.
Pierre Trudeau, Leader of the
Opposition, spoke on three separate
occasions at the convention. It was
interesting to hear him at the
Ontario New Liberal (ONL)
luncheon on Saturday when he
discussed the need for the Liberal
Party to be progressive yet
consistent in policies (a seeming
paradox). He drew some examples
from the past to illustrate his point,
mentioning the wage and price
control decision on whether to use
them or not. He remarked that if
they were instigated at one point in
time (or proposed to be instigated),
the result could bedisasterous, while
at another point in time it could be
healthy.
"You need to evolve your policies
and go back to basic principles,"
Trudeau emphasised. Evolution was
the basis of his talk to the
overcrowded group of enthused
Young Liberals (under 25), who
strained to get a glimpse of their
leader at the luncheon.
There were several workshops all
weekend which covered areas of
concern ranging from The Urban
Environment to the Status of
Women. Universality of social
programs was a hot issue. Every
delegate could find at least one area
which they were especially interested
in. These policy workshops would
narrow down the choice of policies
for Sunday's Plenary session, at
which time they would be voted on.
The time element was very
frustrating .. . delegates had a
certain length of time to come up
with conclusions in each workshop.
They didn't have time to cover all
that they wished to, and some
workshops got out of hand, getting
caught up on procedure.
Efforts were not lost however,
when the Plenary sessions came up.
The loose ends of the convention
were gathered up at this highly
emotional time. Voting at this
session was the most important as
this was the basis of the Liberal's
party policies of the future.
Those who went to the convention
had a choice to do three things:
spend their time socializing; help
debate on policies; or blend the two
together and debate plus enjoy. At
least everyone had a chance to meet
several ex-cabinet ministers like
Turner, Gillespe, Munroe, and
McGwigan, to mention a few.
It was the first time in a long while
that WLU had student representa-
tion at a policy convention.
Who knows, the next time the
Liberals meet it may be at the
Leadership Convention.
Trudeau confers with Young Liberals
Tenant act —
no protection for students
TORONTO (CUP) — Students in
residences will have no protection
under Ontario's new landlord-
tenant law, the Residential
Tenancies Act, according to many
critics.
The bill, originally proposed in
October of 1978, has been the
subject of severe criticism by the
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS) and opposition members of
the legislature. It comes into effect
Dec. 1.
The Act states that any residence
is exempt from its provisions in
almost alLcircumstances. The only
qualification for the exemption of a
dormitory-style residence is that
each residence must create "a
council or association representing
the residentsv which will be
consulted on "all major questions
related to the living accommoda-
tion."
There is, however, no legal
prescription as tothecomposition of
the council, nor •is there any
requirement thatresidence adminis-
trators follow its advice.
Students living in a residence
apartment with "its own self-
contained bathroom and kitchen
facilities" and which is "intendedfor
year-round occupation"are covered
by the Act. Residence students who
are not covered have no legal redress
of grievances under the legislation.
They may face:
• arbitrary eviction• invasion of privacy by the
landlord
• entry into the living unit by the
landlord without notice
• unrepaired premises• seizure of the tenant's property
by the landlord
• rent increases in excess of those
otherwise allowed by law, six per
cent.
Irving Kumer, a lawyer with the
ministry of consumer and
commercial relations who helped
draft the legislation, explained that
residences were exempted because
they provide a different type of
accommodation than regular
apartments. Shared facilities and
services were mentionedas examples
of these differences.
Kumer justified the exemption by
saying the ministry believed that
universities were "self-regulating"
institutionsand really not within the
scope oflaws applying to the general
public.
Kumer added that he hoped the
OFS and Council of Ontario
Universities (COU) would "work
out an acceptable set of ground
rules" for residences. He admitted
that the ministry has not looked at
"what is real and what is not real"
with respect to residence councils.
Dr. Janusz Dukszta, NDP
housing critic, said he "wanted to
include all students" under the Act
and moved an amendment to that
effect. His amendment was defeated.
Dukszta was highly critical of the
proposed councils, stating that they
were "toothless", and could not
enforce students' rights.
Dave Cooke, NDP Colleges and
Universities critic, said students
should be covered by the Act. He
noted that this was opposed by
university administrators who
claimed that residence housing was
non-profit, and thus should be
excluded. Liberal housing critic
Herb Epp was not available for
comment.
OFS Information Officer Allen
Golombek was critical of the Act,
and demanded "full tenant
protection for students". An OFS
brief in March to the legislative
committee studying the bill
demonstrated that severe problems
exist in residences across the
province and called for real student
participation in residence
administration. The briefalso called
for full disclosure of residence
financial statements.
Golombek said he was not
pleased with the Act as passed but
indicated that it was the best
solution that could be reached in
light of the political situation. He
stated the OFS. would do its utmost
to make the consultative committees
function effectively. Kumer said the
committees were principally the
result of the OFS submission. No
such bodies existed in the original
bill.
Man of many letters
by Murray Keith
The Paul Martin Centre, formerly
called the Dining Hall Mezzanine,
was renamed under approval of the
Board of Governors in recognition
of WLU's Chancellor from 1972-77.
Dr. Tayler, the President of.WLU,
brought forth the idea as a chance to
recognize Mr. Martin's fine
contribution to the university during
his term as Chancellor.
The Honourable Paul J.J. Martin
PC, C.C., Q.C., M.A., L.L.M.,
L.L.D. (Hon.), D.C.L. (Hon.), D.
Humanities (Hon.), is a
distinguished Canadian diplomat
who recently completed his post as
Canadian High Commissioner in
London, England which he held
since 1974. Mr. Martin, formerly a
senior member of a Windsor law
firm, served as M.P. for Essex East
from 1935-68, including additional
roles as Ministerof National Health
and Welfare for eleven years and
Secretary .of State for External
Affairs for five years.
He has made many other
contributions at the national and
international levels, and justly
deserves the tribute which WLU has
paid to him.
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Bookstore follows gov't guidelines, trys to break even
by Norm Nopper
The Bookstore, an ancillary
enterprise provided by WLU for the
university community, is not, as is
commonly thought, a non-profit
organization.
The operating guidelines set out
by the government, state that "the
budget of the Bookstore should be
planned in such a way as to cover
normal operation costs. It should
operate at close to breaking even,
while maintaining a position
financially which would encourage
acquisition of sufficient capital
funds for replacements and/or
capital expansion." That is, it
should try to make a small surplus
but if not as at least break even.
According to Paul Fischer, the.
Bookstore Manager, over the lastI
four years, an average surplus of
1.4% has been made, with 1976
being the only year in which a slight
deficit was incurred.
The operating costs of the
Bookstore are lower than those for
regular businesses. What would
normally be major operating costs,
rent and computer fees, are provided
free by WLU.
The Bookstore does pay for
utilities, night-time janitor services,
administrative costs and interest on
inventories, but, if it were to be
charged on the same basis as similar
stores in malls, large deficits would
be incurred if it sold its books at the
low priqes it charges now.
The books are sold at the
publishers list price. The Bookstore
receives a discount from the
publisher out of which it makes its
profit. On textbooks, it receives a
discount of 20% which is inadequate
to cover the overhead costs acquired
through handling of 26-27%.
Because it is losing money on texts it
cannot lower the prices any more on
theni. However, on general books
the usual discount is 40%, on
various sundries, 30% and on rings
only 11%.The Bookstore's priceson
stationery are lower than elsewhere:
it receives a 35'7r discount on those
items. And since 1969, used books
have been handled resulting in costs
being conserved and savings for
students.
The Bookstore Committee, which
is made up offour students and four
faculty members, and serves as a
watchdog, met with the accountant,
who reviewed the income statement
with them.
Jacki Cook, a student member of
this committee, isconvinced that the
Bookstore is not out to' make a
killing. However, she is concerned,
along with Fischer, about the fact
that Bookstore surpluses have been
going into a general ancillary fund
which is used to cover any deficits
incurred by other ancillary
enterprises such as Food Services.
She believes that the Bookstore
should be a separate entity and
allowed to retain it earnings which
should be used to subsidize the cost
of books in the future. A couple of
years ago, Fischer convinced the
university to set aside a separate
fund out of which the current
expansion has been financed.
Cook is also concerned about the
fact that few people know of the
Bookstore Committee. Its purpose
is to represent the interest of the
university community concerning
prices and other related matters.
Concerning the new expansion of
the Bookstore, a sale is being held
this week in honour of it with 25%
off the regular price on all general
books. Fischer said that because last
year was a good year, and the
Bookstore has grown, he wants to
offer a special deal to the students
this year. .
PIC
BY
PETER
BERNOTAS
Authofess Edna Staebier autographed books at opening of expanded Bookstore
For sale:
Max Webster
by Karen Kehn
At 7:20 am Monday, eight people
were sitting on the steps leading to
the Turret. They weren't crazy. They
justwanted to make sure they would
be seeing the great Max Webster
tonight.
At 8:45 Mike "Bones" Belanger,
the Turret Manager, handed out
tickets which would hold each
person's place in line. The music
fans could wait in the warm pub
until 10:00 am when their number
would be called and they could buy
their tickets.
.It was "absurd" to make people
sit in "adverse conditions" in the
stairwell. Why "insult" students
who were already willing to pay as
much as $6.00 and $7.50 for student
and non-student tickets respectively,
Bones stated in an interview later in
the day.
WLUSU officials thought more
people were going to line up than
did. Mike Sutherland, WLUSU
President, said there were rumours
that students were going to be there
as early as 6:00 am.
As it was, 456 tickets were sold in
less than an hour. Bones said 123
tickets were sold for non-students
and 333 were sold for WLU
students. Three out of four students
bought four tickets, the maximum
allowed.
When asked why 456 tickets (the
pub has the capacity to hold 458
people) were sold. Bones explained
that Sutherland was going to use his
complementary tickets for this pub.
At a WLUSU board meeting held
early this year, the courtesy tickets
for President and Vice-President
were reinstated after a three year
moratorium. Although this privilege
was abused in past years, it is "well
handled" by this year's executive
Bones pointed out.
Ninety percent of the time, the
courtesy tickets are not used, but
they are available if the executive
have special guests on campus. Tom
McCauley's tickets were put up for
sale because he didn't want to use
them.
The security will be the same as it
is for regular pub nights with two
student security and two university
security on duty. Bones doesn't
expect any problems if the'band puts
on a good show. According to their
contract with WLUSU, Max
Webster has to put on two shows.
There might be trouble if these sets
don't satisfy Turret clientele.
When asked about the possibility
of tickets being scalped. Bones
thought awhile before he said there
should be no problem. Students.who
wanted the tickets bought them
Monday. There will be more
instances of students trying to buy
tickets from their friends than the
other way around.
BC students reject Trudeau
Liberal party under Turner?
VANCOUVER: Young Liberals
in British Columbia's three
universities have disowned Pierre
Trudeau in order to avoid being
wiped out, in balloting for the
annual Universities Parliament.
Liberals at the University of
British Columbia, the University of
Victoria, and Simon Fraser
University, decided to substitute
leadership hopeful John Turner for
Trudeau as Liberal leader for the
purposes of winning a public
opinion poll.
The poll was taken last week at the
three urtiversiti* to determine how
many seats each party would get in
the Parliament.
Students were asked, "If a federal
election were held today, who would
you support—the Progressive
Conservatives under Joe Clark,-the
New Democratic Party under' Ed
Broadbent, or the Liberal Party,
under John Turner?"
The move permitted the Liberals
to remain the government in the new
Parliament, edging the N.D.P. by
0.3% (37.9% to 37.6%). The
Progressive Conservatives made a
.surprisingly strong campus showing
with 24.5%.
Greg Thomas. President of the
B.C. Progressive Conservative
Youth, said the Liberals' tactics are
indicative of the growing uneasiness
felt by most western Liberals with
their leader.
"We could say they're playing
dirty, but frankly, it's too funny to
complain about".
The' Liberals will form the
government in a sixty-member
federal Parliament scheduled to
convene January 11 for a three day
sitting at the legislature in Victoria.
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Next week's Cord is the
last issue of the 19705.
On January 10, the Cord
staff will present you
with the first paper of
1980.
Last Cord of
the 1970s—
November 29.— 1
Ski at bargain prices ...
Go West and Ski Banff
$414
• airfare
• accommodations in Banff7 nights, 6 days
■ • lift tickets for Lake Louise,
Norquay & Sunshine Shuttlebus
Ski Quebec—Mt. St.Anne
HBO
• luxury bus to Quebec City• accommodations in downtown
Holiday Inn; 6 nights, 5 days
• shuttlebus to hill; lift tickets.
These prices are subject to a $10 increase for
non-members of WLU Ski Club
i i _^^__——————————•—
II HUGGY'S VARIETY SHOW M
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comment
Making order out of chaos. Solving a problem before it occurs.
Solving a problem before you know how bad it is or isn't going to be.
That's good planning. And it happened here at WLU.
On Monday the potentially chaotic sale of MaxWebster-tickets Was
handled with expertise and consideration. InsteadI'of making the
students wait in the cold stairwell Bones decided to hand out tickets
which would hold each students' place in line.
Students were free to go and get coffee or do homework while
waiting to buy tickets.
A much better system than the one used during Orientation 1976.
The line up was crowded in the stairwell for close to three hours.
Through good planning students were allowed to be comfortable
before they spent a lot ofmoney. The considerationhelped to make it
a little less painful.
* * *
Cynicism.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" and "A Bridge Too Far". The
titles reveal the cynical treatment of the two wars in these films.
Fighting is no longer chivalric.
The pointless destructiveness of the First war was vividly portrayed
by the deathof a soldier who was not oftherank and file. Although he
was a professional soldier, his imagination still allowed him to enjoy
the beauty of the world. He was shot as he sketched a bird. A good
ending for a movie which showed how the war affected the individual
who fought in it.
In "A Bridge Too Far", British and American troops literally
became sitting ducks as they tried to take over bridges behind the
German line. As one of the characters kept saying throughout the film
it was a slaughter.
WWI and WWII make me wonder about WWIII. The human
destruction in WWII was proportionally greater than that of WWI
according to the technical 'advances' which had been made by 1939.
The potential for violence in the 1970"s has grown to mind blowing,
world annihilating proportions. >: .
The movie forced me to consider the possiblities: Separations,
amputations, and death:All for thesole purpose ofresolving a conflict
which' had begun among world powers. All planned by generats
behind big, safe desks.: (That is, if any place is safe during a nuclear
war.)
No one can tell me that war is necessary. I will never be able to
understand it. I have only one reaction.
Fear. Karen Kehn
■,- Editor
'SEX'
Most people have heard ofBrian Key's Subliminal Seduction. Interesting book dealing primarily with
the use of sex and words or symbols with sexual connotation, which are perceived only by the
subconscious; in advertising.
The idea of using this technique in magazines, newspapers, on TV and in moviescaught on quickly in
the business world when it was believed that the word 'SEX' subtly embedded on a picture ofanything
wouldattract thesubconscious of the individualcausing him/her torun outand buy the product, and that
pictures of popcorn or pop or the words spliced into a film so that, again, only the subconscious could
perceive them, would cause the perceiver to jump up and go to the snack bar.
Unfortunately these dreams manufacturers had, of sitting back white the dough rolled in from this• subliminal seduction were quickly shattered by further scientific investigation. It was found that suchpictures may have a general' influence on the mental stateof the viewer causing some anxiety oreven fear
in the cases of the 'SEX' influenceand general hunger or thirst in the spliced films, which was not usually
strong enough to persuade the viewers to look to buy the product.
Adding subliminal messages to films has since been prohibited by the government as has subliminal
advertising. >.."'-
So what ifit was possible? 1984here wecome. We wouldn't evenknow thatwe werebeing controlled—only your subconscious knows for sure.
But people seem to be ignoring a more forceful and obvious form of buying control.
Advertisers draw on our socialization and society's determination of out sex-roles. They employ
psychologists todeterminewhat approach is most effective—commercials with high entertainment value
also affect consumers.
How many commercials do you see every day on T.V. in which a woman is depicted as only being a
perfect wife and mother ifshe uses Twice as Fresh room freshener, Cow Brand baking soda inher fridge,
Downy Fabric Softener, Stove Top stuffing and Shake and Bake twice a week. Your children will only
love you if you buy Hostess treats, make homebaked snackslike Snackin' Cake, and ofcourse "choosy
mothers chose Jif. In other words, you have to buy your children's affection: if you don't use all these
products you are a bad mother and your kids won't love you.
Tremendous.
Women are also portrayed as real 'dolts': nobody's husbandcaresabout the laundry or the toiletpaper
until he is asked to compare white and grey laundry.
Women are socialized by theirparents, peers and society—no matter how far Women's Lib has got
vs—toplease the men in their lives. And therefore if you Women want to be good wives and mothers you
run out and buy these products, or risk being a disgrace.
Don't worry, men are controlled too: unless you drive a Cherokee Jeep, use Head and Shoulders, and
get the Signal, you just don't get the beautiful chicks.
Conformity is also advocated: if "you don't know how to dance"(!), your face may as well be green.
Everyone has a great time if you drink Blue, you're a winner if you drink Carlsberg, etc. ...
I'm sure that everyone has been influencedby fear of ostracism, fear ofbeing less thanperfect, or a
desire to be one of the 'beautiful people' in their purchase of a product.
So why are these demoralizing, manipulating commercials allowed to continue? They aren't even as
subtle as subliminal seduction: they come out and hit you in the face. But people seem a lot more
concerned about subliminal influences. Commercials play on ingrained beliefs about oneselfand can be
at least as controlling as those on the subconscious but nothing has been done about it.
Why not? Probably because everybody justsits backand takes it... or goes out and buys all the right
products. Susan Rowe
< News Editor
letters
Directory's
coming
The most sought after book on
campus should be in your hands
early next week. This year's Campus
Directory'ran into a few unexpected
problems at the production stage.
The graphic designers that do our
typesetting and layout recently
made some changes which
unfortunately caused a backlog in
their work. Hopefully the situation
can be avoided in the future. My
apologies to everyone for the delay
and the inconvenience it has caused.
Lan McKelvie
President
Student Publications
The right
to say it
Re: Tom Swift the racist by Carl
Friesen
While most fair-minded persons
in our society would agree with Carl
Friesen, that racism is an evil thing,
these same individuals would also
agree that any form of censorship,
no matter how good a cause, is most
harmful to the continuance of
democracy.
Were ideas not to be exchanged
freely, we would not have, as
citizens, the pertinent information
with which to make decisions
regarding the election of public
officials nor in deciding when these
officials are guilty of criminal acts.
When a people loses its right to elect
its,governing officials, and thereby
decide the policies by whjch its
future is to be decided, it has~ lost
precious and hard won freedoms.
These freedoms, the result of a
thousand years of political
evolution, civil- war, and foreign
conflict iux our only true heritage.
The free exchange andavailability
of.information in a free society is
necessary to tfie preservation of
liberties which that society enjoys. A
library is a storehouse ofknowledge
not a protector of public morals. I
take strong exception to Mr.
Friesens suggestion that censorship
is acceptable when it furthers a
"good" cause like the eracication of
racism. If this principle of selective
censorship were to be carried to its
logical conclusion, as all actions
eventually must; we would see in the
future, the doctoring of all
information including perhaps the
very typer of article to which I am
replying. Furthermore, using Mr.
Friesens lineofreasoning, we should
banish from the stacks, any account
of Hitlers persecution the Jews.
After all, there may be harmful to a
childs developing mind, yet by
forgetting an event we are more apt
to repeat it in the future. Only by
keeping access to all information
open, can we hope to pinpoint the
inherentevil of a thing and set out to
remedy it.
I can only conlude by echoing the
sentiments of Voltaire who said"l
disapprove of what you say, but I
will defend to the deathyour right to
say it".
Mike Taylor
3 errors
Regarding the entertainment
article on Grant Murray. An error in
an article is excusable but several in
"one, particularly on someone who
the school is supposed to be
supporting, is not.
Grant is in 2nd year English, not
3rd yr. sociology. Some guy didn't
run up on stage. Rich Payne,afriend
of Grant's was invited up by Grant
to sing Country Roads "the school
football song". And the songbyBob
Dylan is not called "Howi does it
feel"—it's "Like a Rolling Stone".
Seriously, what a Screw-up!
Shea Stewart
Editor's Note: The reporter received
the information from one of Grant
Murray's professors. ••/
Varsity
important
I'm writing regarding theremoval
of the varsity sports board from the
concourse which occured several
weeks ago. The removal was
unfortunate for the participants in
the varsity sports which have a lower
-profile than the football team or the
men's basketball or hockey teams.
I've talked to some people on these
teams and to otherstudents and they
agreed that the use of the board
would make many more people
of the timeand place of these
sports and give them the chance to
provide some much needed (and
much deserved) support for these
athletes who have contributed a lot
of time and work in order to field
competitive teams. I'm sure the
Lettermen's club or theWAA would
have no trouble finding one or more
persons to post the informafionfor
the benefit of the student body.
I think I can safely, say that, from
the competitions that I've been able
to attend, WLU's competitive
"position has improved considerably
over the last year orso, and that the
students should be made aware of
these games and toutnaments so
they can show the athletes that the
student body is giving them theirfull
support.
B.Praugfft
Dylan's good
It appears that the writer of the
"High Notes" column is disturbed
by the subject matter of new
material by artists such as Bob
Dylan. This has caused the writer to
make misleading quotes taken badly
put ofcontext from an article in the
K-W Recprd of November 10about
Dylan's recent San Francisco
concerts. Indeed, the author of that
article goes on to describe the
"disappointed" crowd as follows:
"By the end, the audience was so
enthusiastic that it remained in the
theatre, cheering for an encore, long
after the houselights had been
turned on." Dylan's "God-awful
Gospel" performance is called
"Clearly the most dramatic Dylan
presentation since his tour with the
Band and, maybe, the most
satisfying link in the 1970's with the
advocacy, independence, and
creativity of his 1960's days."
In the Cord column, the writer
seems to be denying Dylan theright
to change his viewpoint. Should an
artist be told by us what he can or
cannot sing about? An artist must
create and perform from his/her
experience and belief, and not from
someone else's. No one is forced to
go to his concerts or buy his records.
If the 1979 Bob Dylan does not
appeal to you, the 1960'sBob Dylan
is sull available in any record store.
But don't try to tell him not to sing
about where he's at right now. That
would be a form of censorship of
which we would all disapprove.
Dave Thiessen
THANK YOU
The Cord staff would like to
thank Margot Snyder and Paul M.
Vella for helping in the darkroom.
A great typing job was done by
botji Deb Stalker and Kate Harley.
Thanhs,.
We'd like to welcome Heinz
Schaerer and Deb Slatterie to the
Cord team.
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Pet peeves: it's my turn
by Mark Wigmore
Last year I read the pet peeve
columns of my predecessor and of
the editor. This year I thought it was
my turn to air my peeves so hence
this column. This is by no means a
complete list norare these pet peeves
listed in any order of descending or
ascending 'peeve-iosity'. They are
just listed.
I) The use of the word'kids'by
board members to refer to the
students of WLU. We are not kids!
The Liquor Inspector doesn't think
we're kids, the K-W Transit system
doesn't think we are kids, when we
go to movies we are not kids. Please
believe me, we are not kids.
2) Having to go to WLUSU
board meetings instead of watching
Mork and Mindy on Sunday nights.
(See, I told you we aren't kids)
3) Coffee Breaks during
WLUSU board meetings. The
breaks are fine, it's the machine
cofiee I hate.
4) Machine Coffee—Knowing
it's not a gentle blend of the world's
finest coffee brewed to flavour
perfection.
5) Committees of the WLUSU
board which are called Standing
Committees only because they
rarely sit down and meet.
6) Short Agendas which turn
into Long Meetings and Long
Agendas which turn into Short
Meetings. I have finally that i' is an
inverse relationship.
7) A $13,000 budget.
8) Standing in line for the Turret
and remembering discussion about
the need for another licensed
facility.
These are just some of r r 'peeves. If you have any, whyyou write the Cord?
Listen to the world
Blind faith: ticket to Paradise?
by Carl Friesen
One of the most productive weeks
I've spent anywhere was toward the
end of the past summer, when I was
on the West Coast visiting two
groups of friends. One group is
made up of existentialistic
hedonists, and the others are Born
Again Christians. I looked at the
lifestyles ofboth and to me it seemed"
that both types had not really
thought much about why they
believed what they believed—it was
for both a kind of blind faith.
I was just looking through my
journal I've been keeping for six
months'or so, and reading the part I
wrote during that week in
Vancouver.
This journal is a record of my
wanderings physically and in
thought since last March when I
decided that intellectual honesty
forced me to makea conscious effort
to step outside the Christianity I had
had since childhood to re-examine it
and other religious and philosophies
available.
I spent most of the summer in
Texas, and then took a kind of pil-
grimage across the western USA:
Denver, Chyenne, Salt Lake City,
Reno, San Fransisco, and Seattle.
When I finally washed up in
Vancouver two hundred dollars
lighter and not really all that much
wiser, I dropped in first of all on the
Christians.
John is a retired contractor, and
he and his wife Christine are
spending their retirement actively—
very involved in philanthropic work
through their church, and were at
the time in the process ofadopting a
family of Boat People. Their home is.
always open, and they were very
glad to see me.
But what they couldn't under-
stand was that I had truly left the
Fold. Christine was sure that I was
just under a temporary cloud of
doubt and would soon return to my
senses. Like, the character Christian
in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, I
would soon find the Key ofFaith to
set me free.
These two people, with their three
sons and their families, are good
strong Born Again Christians.
The other group of friends I
visited in Vancouver, who are
related to the first, are equally strong
existentialists and very much of this
world.
George and Mary are two of
these, and are proponents of the
Good Life—meaning fine
restaurants, yachts, and trips of
Europe. George, is a successful and
squeaky-clean lawyer: I talked tt>
him about his perception ofwhat life
is all about. Money, to him, is a
major factor—but money is not cash
but rather the ability, to live a
lifestyle of one's own choosing.
I asked him what he thought of
John and Christine's religion. As he
sees it, they are denying themselves
the best life has to offer and indeed
life itself. Christine continues her
pursuit of a mythical Next Life,
denying herself this one. and her
evangelical zeal makes her a terror
to anyone who does not agree with
her.
Christine sees the others as
wasting their lives on the empty
pursuits of this life, which bring no
lasting satisfaction. Instead, they
should turn to Jesus and be saved
from condemnation, and live in a
way pleasing to God:this is the only
way to true fulfillment.
It is quite true that Christine's is a
blind faith. But then so is
George's—a blind'faith that this is
all there is to life and that if there isa
god he doesn't really matter.
The truth of falseness of the
positions is important. But it isalso
significant that in both families, the
children are following the footsteps
of their parents, apparently without
really considering any other point of
view seriously. So how valid really
are their decisions regarding life-
styles'.'
Perhaps everyone does consider
the deeper questions of life to
varying degrees of seriousness.
The Born Again movement and
existentialism are only two of the
possible options; there are literally
millions more.
So the question is: how many of
these do we consider before making
a final decision?
Editor's note: names have been
changed.
A, PPOCMCTIOM rM" TWG C£>e£> *
Question of the Week
by Jackie Cook
$|ft|:-:*-v:
John Hannivan
4th year Arts
I think gtrls.shoula do whateverthey
like. I'm sure girls like to drink and
play cards just the same as guys do.
They'll like the movies.
Mike Dißiase
3rd year Business
It's great. They should have had
both stags at the same time then we
could have gotten together after-
wards and made our own movies.
Karen Wright
2ndyear Business
I think it's time that WomenTamiae
members get some benefit from their
membership. There have been
events strictly for men and now it's
time we got an equal share.
Cathy Dowling
Ist year Business
I think it's great. I'm going to go. I
think it'll be fun. It's the first ever
exclusively for women in the history
of Tamiae and I'd like to go and
make history.
Debbie Coutts
2ndyear Business
Well, I definitely have no interest in
attending this "social function".
What is the reasoning behind its
formation? I am under the
impression that the women's
attitude is: "If the men can do it, so
can we!" I am not impressed.
Andme...
I'm getting out my drinking hat, and
polishing up my poker skills. I don't
see this as an attempt to prove
anything to anyone, just a chance to
go out with the girls and have fun.
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Reggie's Corner
As each term draws to a close, so thereality ofexaminations draws
closer. And, as you are aware, examinations this term begin December
Bth thru and including the 20th. As in past years, the Registrar's
Office has worked deligently to reduce the number of examination
conflicts. Another added feature is that examinations have been
\ scheduled in such a way as to have the fewest number ofconsecutives.
With all our best wishes for a successful set of examinations,
Reggie and the Registrar's Office
WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO WLURO ￿
ENTERTAINMENT
Billy Joel: Only the good die young!
by Paul Vella
Havingalmost twenty-six years of
exposure to the keyboards, Billy
Joel brought to Toronto his five
piece band to perform what some
have said tohave been his best set of
concerts ever. The key to his
successful career stems from his
ability to reflect in his work common
emotions that are contained within
us all. This ability has developed
from a life of rough and unfortunate
timesand a will to takecontrol of the
situation to pursue a dream.
"While in these days of quiet
desperation
As I wander through the worldin
which I live.
I search everywherefor some
new inspiration.
But it's more than cold reality
can give."
Born in Hicksville, Long Island,
Joelresponded to surroundings that
provoked the somewhat cynical
attitude that he carries today. His
father had studied classical piano as
a young man and pointed Joel in a
similar direction when he began
taking piano lessons at age four.
Soon afterwards his guidance forhis
son came to an abrupt end as he
walked out on the family when Joel
was seven leaving not much behind
other than the piano.
Trying to fill the gap left by his
father, Joel became involved in
boxing at school, a pastime that was
beneficial to him as he wandered
through the streets of Long Island
with his friends. He now refers to
those types of friends as "hoods"
and credits those teenage days for
providing him with the great deal of
knowledge and empathy for human
behavior that he has obtained. On
one of his most recent albums he
describes his sexual awareness as a
teenager and the consequences that
arose when he had conflicting
interests with the A-girl by the name
of Virginia Callahan.
"Come out Virginia. Don't let me, wait.
You Catholic girls start much too
late.
But sooner or later it all comes
down to fate,
1might as well be the one."
In pursuit ofa musical career, Joel
played for various local-rock bands
which accounts for a great deal ofhis
time, resulting in no formal
completion of school. With the
unofficial completion of school he
took another step towards a career
in music as he started playing in bars
as a "cocktail piano player" under
the name of Bill Martin. The basis
for his greatest single "Piano Man"
developed in those days and he still
wears the dark sunglasses and has a
cigarette dangling from his lips in
one part of his show. In attempts to
boost his career he teamed up with a
dishonest manager, produced a
technically disasterous album and
ended a broken love affair, all of
which resulted in a near breakdown
for the struggling entertainer. The
situation finally changed when he
met his wife to be, Elizabeth and
decided to put every effort towards
reaching his goal.
"My life satisfies me and that's
biggest thing to achieve in life.
not the "A" on the report card.
but knowing your potential. I
think everyone has potential.
The poiiit is tofulfill it.''
Newsweek. Dec. 11. 1978.
His wife now holds the position of
manager for the business and she
recalls that when they could finally
afford a grand piano, he insisted that
they spend the night beneath it. With
his father leaving him at such a
young age, women other than his
wife have played an important role
in the development of his sensitive
and introspective feelings towards
life. His sentiment, concern and high
respect for women are evident in
many of his lyrics.
"She can kill with a smile
She can wound with her eyeS
She can ruin your faith
With her casual lies
And she only reveals
What she wants you to see
She hides like a child
But she'sialways a woman to me."
Billy Joel is a talented individual
who is able to observe all of the
mixed emotions thatsurround us all,
and collect them in his words and
music. During his concerts in
Toronto, his sarcastic dedicationof
"Movin' Out" to Mississauga (as he
pulled a gas mask over his head),
illustrates hisability tojeerat certain
situations in life that we are all able
to identify with and observe in a
humorous way. During his concerts,
the reproduction of sound was the
closest toa studiorecording that one
could ever expect to experience in a
building such as the Gardens. The
show lasted tVi hours and as inallof
his concerts there was no
intermission.
•For me intermission is coitus
interruptus. when you get in a
roll, you should go."
Newsweek. Dec. 11. 1978
Billy Joel's latest album "52nd
Street" didn't take long to surpass
the platinum level in sales and he
plans to release a long awaited
album in the new year. His suit
jacket, running shoes and tie
combination is becoming somewhat
of a trademark as is the way he ends
every concert in a city in which he
feels approved and accepted:-
"Toronto, Don't take any shit
from anyone!"
PICS
BY
PAUL
VELLA-
The boy from 52nd Street in the spotlight
Billy Joel: a portrait
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JtAft LANCASTER
Witt HOUSE ICgM CALENDAR
"No. 1 Jazz Place
In Kitchener". ■ i ■
, Convenient Parking
i 574 LANCASTER ST. W., KITCHENER - 743-4331 \
/iiainiaA Schnarr
/Schnarrj Flower\4ck§jK§ Fashions
504 Albert Street
884-3281
10% discount with student card.
Opry from Nashville to KW
by Steve Bang and Rob Mitchell
Last Sunday evening over three
thousand onlookers were treated to
an interesting array of Country
Western talent. The show,
sponsored by the Sertoma Club
featured artists from the Grand Ole
Opry, which originated in Nashville,
Tennessee. Country fans were
delighted with the performance of
Justin Tubb, son of the famous
Earnest Tubb, a country music hall
of fame member who's record shop
in Opryland has given many young
-hopefuls their debut in country
music. Justin, however, excels at
writing songs, many of which have
been made famous by leading artists
such as Willie Nelson. Some of
Tubb's repertoire for the evening
included, "Waltzing Across Texas",
"Just call Lonesome 77203" and a
song he wrote to protest the attempt
at changing the Country Western
style given the title "What's Wrong
With the Way We Are Doing it
Now". (The song had no sexual
overtones.)
The show, comprised of two sets,
featured well known CKKW DJ
Hoppy as it's MC. Hoppy's Country
Music show is one of the most
listened to in Southern Ontario.The
back up band for the first set was
Billy Walker's Tennessee Valley
Boys, a four man ensemble of
Hawaiian guitarist, electric base
player, guitarist and drummer. The
band, did a good job of
accompanying the big names as well
as coming to the rescue of Kent
Allen, whose vocal talents left
something to be desired. We were
told before his performance that he
generally does the arranging for
these shows and seldom graces the
audience with his presence at the
microphones. This we can truly be
thankfull for since the only thing
sparkling about his performance
was the rhinestones on his lapels. He
did bring with him an excellent
pianist who managed to drown him
out when necessary. Aliens' medely
of songs included "Washed my
Hand" to which he did the geritol
shuffle and Johnny Cash's "Passed
Me By", which they should have
done when they set up the show.
The Tall Texan, Bill Walker was
next on stage presenting a polished
performance to which the audience
responded with immense joy and
relief. Such songs as "I'd Like to be
in Charlie's Shoes", "Walbash
Cannonball" and "Behind Closed
Doors" showed the true ability of
this man and his humourous
orations provided a catalyst which
brought his efforts together in a
truly first class manner. Walker.
obviously the highlight of the first
set, if not the entireshowended with
an encore of"How GreatThou Art"
one of his gospel favourites.
A gentleman whose stardom is a
result of truck driver mania songs.
was next- in the limelight. Dave
Dudley's hit "Six Days on the
Road" sold over a million copies
' and his performance of it lastevening showed why. Although theKW auditorium has a.tendancy to
butcher any sound, making it hard
to appreciate the musical talent of
any individual, one could still get an
idea of the tremendous range and
power behind Dudley's voice. His
comic interludes were excellent and
blended nicely with his trucker
oriented style of music. "Truck
Driver Man", "Feel like I got to
' Travel On", and "St. Louis Man"were a few of the tunes Dudleyblessed us with and his talented
performance will be well,
remembered by all in attendance.
The Tennessee Mountain Boys
accompanied the second set's
enterage featuring trie Wright
family. We-met son Bobby first, who
was somewhat of a disappointment
to those who came to hear old time
Country Music. Although his vocals
were excellent", his versions of such
songs as "Let your Love Grow"and
"Here I Go Again" had a great deal
of rock and general popular influ-
ence, perhaps best described as
progressive country. (You might
remember him from McCale's Navy
as the hillbilly radio operator.) His
comical routine was too obviously
set-up and lacked the off the cuff 'quality of previous performers(withthe exception of Kent Allen who's
entire performance was a joke.)
Kitty Wells (the mother of Bobby
Wright) is commonly known as the
Queen of Country Music, and her
performance accentuated old time
country. Her rendition of "Please
Release Me" was to be the highlight
of the second set in which she
emitted enough of her warmthand
charm to grip the audience. This
lady needs no comical routine to get
by .. . Her talent at recreating the
country music style of old is all that
is necessary to make her the.biggest
draw of the evening. Her husband,
Johnny Wright followed herand the
entire family joined in together for a
medley of' their hits which old
Johnny soft shoed his way into the
hearts of the fans.
To sum it up, I was surprised at
the turnout, since I have never
followed closely the artists who
performed during the evening. As an
objective comment regarding the
concert: it seemed that the style of
Xhi music didn't vary greatly
between artists, and the rythm was
ofa basic nature, but the main thing
is that the audience got involved,
showed their appreciation and
obviously enjoyed themselves . . .
I guess that's all that counts—
people haying-fun. I know I did.
PIC
BY
STEVE
BANG
...to be...to be...
Thursday, November .22
• Tonight: MAX WEBSTER in the
Turret
• Tonight: UP WITH PEOPLE in
Humanities Theatre U of W.
$5:00 students, $6.00
• Today: N.D.P. STUDENT
ASSOCIATION meeting at 3:30
to 4:30 room 2C7
• Today: U of W Christian Fellow-
ship's Cooperative meeting:
Norm Beers on, "The Christian
and Worldliness"—leaving from
WLU Concourse at 4:15
• Today: MUSIC AT NOON
CONCERT: Laurier Singers and
the Chapel Choir: commissioned
by the WLU Cultural Affairs—at
12-12:50 in the Theatre Aud. free
Monday, November 26
• JAZZ AND BLUES: Jack
Williams leads this session on
Prez-Frog and the Bean-tenor
Sax selections from the prime
sources at 7 p.m. in theKitchener
Public Library —everyonewelcome
• WLU YOUNG LIBERALS with
the U of W present an open meet-
ing with guests Marc Lalonde
and John-Jacques Blais—4:oo—
look for posters as to where—free
Tuesday, November 27
• TAMAIE STAGETTE
• Tonight: HALOWE'EN, the
movie in IEI at 7 and 9:4s—last
movie this year—price is $1.50
and $2.00
• PHOENIX GALLERY AR-
TISTS in the Concourse until
Dec. 7
Wednesday, November 28
• OTHELLO the movie with
Lawrence Olivier and Maggie
Smith—at 7 p.m. Kitchener
Public Library
• Association for Children with
Learning Disabilities—Deryk J.
Farrell speaks on Who is Ontario
ACLD? and What are they doing
about Mandatory Education? 8
p.m. in the Kitchener Public
Library
• MOVIES: Mars—"ls there life?"
and Mercury—"Exploration of a
Planet"—l:3o 2E5 and 7 p.m.
'2CB
December 3
• Boar's Head Dinnerat 6:30 in the
Theatre Aud. $4.50 off campus
and $1.00 with meal card:
available at WLUSU
December 6
• Segarini in the Turret —more
next issue.
A Horror OfHorrors
by Bea McMillan
The spooky horror movie
HALLOWE'EN will be shown in
IEI on Tuesday November the 27th.
This is your last chance to sit in, or
on the edge of your chair to see a
movie this year:
The movie begins very ominously
on a Hallowe'en night that several
people will never forget, and several
others will not live toremember. The
first murder takes place and triggers
off alot of very strange occurrences
that evening. We can not tellyou any
more about the plot or you will
know it all. Suspense is hightened
and revenge is a motive in this
mysterious production .. . come to
the late show .. . and do not come
alone .. . because you would not
want to walk the streets alone after
seeing Hallowe'en on the 27th. Show
time is at 7 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. in
IEI. The popcorn machine is still
there for you to munch your fear
away on during the performance.
Actually you can come to the early
show too because it is still dark out
after the show . . . gee I'm glad that
hallowe'en is over.
R.L. Rates
Laurier's top listings for the months
ofSeptember and October
1. Neil Young and CT Crazy Horse
Rust Never Sleeps by WEA
2. Led Zeplin
In Through the Outdoor
3. Joe Jackson
I'm the Man by A&M
4. The Police
Regatta dc Blanc by A&M
5. Bruce Cockburn CT
Dancing in the Dragon's Jaws
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CW Jf _—1 /Ta... 475 King North,Waterloo
Luncheon 11:30 to 2 p.m.
Licensed under L.L.8.0.
You must be 19 or over to
enter thePickle Cellar
Entrance on north side of building
1 BfatV f HOMEMADE SOUPIrVltUtejl ANDCQFFEE
■I /if* ft « 11 with purchase of
any sandwich
Mansize Corned ——*«.m H Beef, Roast Beef or mKM
W? LUNCHEON Ham on a Bun, cole IWW
Wg Licensed L.L.8.0 H slaw I
Sandwich Platter
_
*••*SHHBB with cole slaw, roast- I|Jil
I — —~ ed potatoes, veget- Bww
All the Pickles you ables ■'■ ■ ■I canear.. Chef's Inspiration $1.99
<\ DAZZLING REMEMBRANCE
FROM LIGHT-YEAR TO LIGHT-YEAR
This year show her your anniversary is
more important than ever. . . show her with diamonds.
Diamonds glowing with a fire to match
your eternal love ... dazzling with all the days
you've shared, and what is yet to come.
30 King St. W. 30 Main St. ...j.
Kitchener Gait. Cambridge
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes
by Mike Strathdee. Kevin
Kindersma, and Dean Thompson
On Wednesday, Nov. 14th,
Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes put on a spectacular
performance at Ryerson Theatre,
giving the near capacitycrowd at the
second of two shows that evening
exactly what they had paid to hear: a
solid evening of well crafted blues
rock. Southside Johnny (who Burce
Springsteen once described as "the
only white boy who I could stand to
hear sing the blues all night long),
started the show at a break neck
pace, immediately exciting the
audience, and never letting up. The
eleven piece band seemed to become
more fresh and energetic throughout
the,course of their two hour set, as
they flawlessly reproduced the
material from their latest album
"The Jukes", an effort which seems
certain to bring them the widespread
success which they deserve.
The concert also included several
recognizable standards from earlier
albums, which were well received by
an audience which was obviously
familiar with the band's material.
The opening act was a promising
young band called Yipes. Yipes is a
group of five musicians with
potential—potential which didn't
translate well into their stage per-
formance due to poor sound
quality. The songwriting and vocal
talents of the group's lead singer
were lost in the overpowering
loudness of the guitars. The sound
improved somewhat throughout the
set however. Yipes owes a musical
debt to other bands, certainly the
Cars and Knack. Their "Russian
Roll" or "eastside Kids" might
easily be mistaken for either group
by a listener hearing them on the
radio for the first time.
The Asbury Jukes opened
strongly, with a forceful version of
"All I Want Is Everything" from
their new album. They slowed the
pace somewhat in such bluesy
numbers as "Your Reply" and
"Paris" which followed. The driving
five piece horn section (two saxes,
two trumpets; and a trombone) was
showcased throughout "Security"
and "I'm So Anxious" as Johnny
stimulated crowd involvement with
his frantic movements across the
stage.
Since Miami, Steve VanZandt's
departure from the group to play
full-forefront. His sizzling guitar
work was evident throughout the
evening especially on "The Time"
which he sang. Previous to his
departure, most of the Jukes
material was written by VanZandt
and Springsteen. Now however,
Billy Rush has taken over the writing
as well.
Southside Johnny pleased the
crowd with his vocal intensity and
his harmonica playing ability on
"The Fever", another bluesy
number.
A highlight of the evening had to
be the trombone playing andfalsetto
singing of Richard "La Bamba"
Rosenburg. This hugh man traded
incredible vocals with Johnny on
"Bring it on Back to me". When not
playing La Bamba danced
frenetically back and forth.
By the end of the show, crowd
involvement had been worked up to
a fever pitch. Rows and aisles
disappeared, and were replaced by
masses of dancing, singing, had
clapping and shouting people.
The regular show was closed by a
medley of singalong, uptempo
numbers. These included "Having a
Party" and "Mississippi Queen".
Pandemonium broke loose after
Johnny and the Jukes returned for
their first encore with "This Time
Baby's gone for good". The
audience wouldn't let up, and the
band returned for a second encore,
which consisted of "Heart ofStone"
and "This Time it's for Real".
Johnny endeared himself to the
crowd throughout the evening with
occasional humorous anecdotes,
such as a comment on the band's
new sign, which cost an extravagent
$32.50. "You don't see the Eagles
layin' out no $32.50 for a sign," he
smirked. His action of climbing
down off the stage with microphone
in hand gave the feeling of total
involvement with the crowd, and for
a moment he was one of them.While
being the obvious leader of the
Jukes, Johnny also allowed others
to share the spotlight, definitely a
feature which shows the tightness
and togetherness of the band.
The Jukes have" it all together ,
know\where they are going,and take
their audience with them. An
opportunity to see this band should
not be missed. They are definitely
worth the price of admission . .. and
more.
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"Running"on Empty
by Sandy French
The movie running
at the Cinema
This movie is an intense drama
filled production which manages to
captivate us totally. The depth that
this film manages to cover is to say
the least, incredible. Never has a film
been able to delve into our inner
thoughts emotions with such
intensity. Dustin Hoffman does a
spectacular job in his role but the
script is strong enough that almost
any actor with talents above John
Travolta's 'would have sufficed . . .
What do you mean Dustin Hoffman
isn't in Running? With an incredible
opening paragraph like this he had
better. No, eh?
Okay you asked for it. I had to sit
through one hour and forty minutes
of so if I write the rest of this you
have to read it.
Running is an intense dramatic-
production which manages to . . .
No. I can't lie. Running stinks. I
would have rather sat through two
hours of statistics than that. That's
not entirely fair. The movie does
have its good points—it comes to an
end and it doesn't star John
Travolta. The movie tends to run on,
ifyou will excuse the expression, and
never manages to say or do much.
The plot is so typical and the ending
so predictable That it's laughable—
except for the fact that you paid
$2.75 to get in.
To sum up the plot as briefly and
as merciless as possible I would like
to stop here, but for those of you
who value my expert opinion, I'll go
on.
Michael Douglas portrays a man
who enters the Olympics to prove
that he is np quitter. Throughout his
life he has quit law school, medical
school and various business
ventures and now has decided to be a
full time runner. To add to this
captivating plot, he is trying to win
his wife back and regain the respect
of his two children. Can he do it?
Will he run the Olympics? Do you
care? Have you had enough of me
and this article?
I think Jackson Brown must have
seen this film before he cut his hit
album "Running on Empty"—it so
exemplifies this film that it could
have been the sound track.
Boar is not a Bore
by Cynthia Liedtke
On December 3rd the 29th annual
Boar's Head Dinner will be at WLU.
This year's coordinator is Rose
Raimondo who is a third year
student studying Business
Administration.
Past years entertainers include
Charlie Farquarson in 1977 who is
best known for his literary talents. In
1978 Nancy White an actra award
winner and Don Cullen a television
celebrity were present.
This year Steve Brinder will be
providing the entertainment for the
evening after the dinner. He is a
substitute teacher who performs on
the side, most performances being in
universities. (More about him next
issue.)
You may be wondering how this
annual event started. The tradition
began in the fourteenth century at
about this time of year.
The story goes as follows . . .
Apparently there was a studentby
the name of Capcot who was
studying Aristotelian Philosophy
for an upcoming Christmas exam.
He attended Queen's College at
Oxford University in England. As
students you can readily identify
with his problem of needing a quiet
place to study, (away from
distractions) this certain volume
which he had neglected to read all
term. Since, there were no libraries or
reserve rooms he choose the
serenity of the forest as his
inspiration to study.
Capcot became so absorbed in his
readings that he had not noticed the
boar that had been observing him
for quite some time. The wildanimal
was moving in on him and Capcot
suddenly became aware or its
presense.
In such a situation one must think
quickly as one usually does not
encounter a student-eating boar
while studying Aristotle. The only
thing Capcot had with him in which
he could have possibly used for
defense was his volume so it had to
do. If he aimed for the head the blow
may not be powerful enough to
produce the desired effect of
stunning the boar long enough for
Capcot to run away. Therefore his
only option was to shove the text
down the boar's throat causing the
creature to choke to death on
Aristotle's theory as many students
might even do. Capcot returned to
the university as a hero bearing the
head of his enemy.
That evening a great procession
lead the celebrants to a great feast
on behalf of the great accomplish-
ment.
WLU up holds the traditional
procession of the Boar's head at the
dinner and, in addition, waiters
servingjhe meal race against the
clock/ Each year they try to break
the record time set by the previous
year. This year they will attempt to
serve over 360 guests in less than ten
minutes. The.master of ceremonies
gives the signal for the race of the 20
servers to begin.
The dinner will take place in the
Theatre Auditorium December 3 at
6:30 pm. Tickets are now available
for purchase in the WLUSU office.
Students holding a meal card can
purchase a ticket for $ 1.00and other
tickets for students and faculty will
cost $4.50. From each ticketsold 50c
goes toward the entertainment.
This is one event you must
experience to really apreciate and
since the theatre auditorium seating
capacity is so limited, tickets will go
quickly. By wearing cords, dress
pants or a casual skirt, you will set
the relaxed atmosphere of this pre-
Christmas celebration as students
and faculty share one of the last big
evenings of 1979.
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high notes
Broke?. Bored? ,
Want some entertainment? Here aresome simple suggestions on how
to make your life more entertaining, and guess what . . . they are allfree!
Take your date to the free wine and cheese social at the school and
fill your pockets with snacks for the next day's lunch. Thenext day you
can entertain yourself by trying to figure out what that "thing" is in
your pocket. Ask your friends.
Go out for a walk on a date. You not only save financially but you
will find out if your date is really interested in you for yourselfalone.
Gather up all of those free coupons from magazines, ask the
neighbours for the product labels from their groceries and use them
toward those free hamburgerplaces (which require proofof purchase
with a coupon).
What about sightseeing? See how many people who pass you by ina
day have different expressions. Better yet look in the mirror at your
own face and see how many amusing distortions you can portray.Why not sit at a window and gaulk at the neighbours. Ifyou write a
diary on this you can read it later as a form of entertainment.
You can even entertain yourself (for free ofcourse) when you are ill.
Just close your eyes and dream ... or count the number ofspiderwebs
on the ceiling, and compare that toyesterday's figures. You can even
guess how many will be there tomorrow.
A lot of human activity can be amusing. Have you ever turned the
sound down on the T.V. and dubbed in your own words?
What else is amusing? Oh yeah! You can take household thingsand
see if you can remember how they pieced together before you took
them apart.
You can spend "time" (notice not"money") on trying toremember
the design of your kitchen wallpaper. Or to be more energetic, you
could trace over the design pretending you are a Van Gogh.
You can even sit still and amuse yourself trying to see howlongyou
can think of nothing.
There is a never ending array ofpossible free entertainmentyou can
take in.
To be more concrete . . . You can listen to records, read someone's
copy of the local paper in the Torque Room, or write a lot of ideas
down to see what you come up with. (If they look half decent send
your writings into the Cord.)
There are always free films and free concerts available if you look
for them ... there are even free lectures. In fact you reading this article
is evidence in itself that your are entertaining yourself . . . and guess
what . . . that's right . . . it's free too.
V Bea McMillan
DISC-COVERY
by Neal Cutcher
ZE Records (distributed by
Quality Records) is a new label
without a wave. The founder of ZE
Records, Michael Zilkha says, "I
believe that the majority of new
wave people are extremely naive,
politically and sociologically."
ZE Records has artists who
combine new wave and "the music
popular style of music available"
disco. The results, the discobeat and
some amusing lyrics, are sometimes
quite strange. ZE Records have
released four 12 inch singles.
"Designed to Kill" B/W "Throwme
Away" is more new-wavish than
disco. This tune is by The
Contortions who were on the Brian
Eno produced album "No New
York". The three other 12" singles
are quite good in that they combine
disco with some great lyrics and/or
funny cover versions.
Don Armando's Second Avenue
Rhumba Band has redone an Irving
Berlin song "I'm an Indian" to B/W
a Ron Rogers song "Deputy of
Love". This tune is high class disco.
James White and the Blacks have
also redone an Irving Berlin tune
("Tropical) Heat Wave"B/W
"Contort Yourself. These tunes
have been called"habitual hangover
sufferers' very own brand of
breakfast show". The best ZE
Record is a disco laced with double
entendresand wit. It is two tracks by
the Aural Exciters "Spooks in
Space" B/W "Marathon Man". I
thought that most disco sucked but
this is "some good music."
Another 12" single that has just
out is by Elton Motello's "Jet Boy,
Jet Girl" B/W "Apocalipstic". "Jet
Boy, Jet Girl" is really a punk rock
parody that is very funny. The song
has a crude subject matter dealing
with a 15 year old homosexual and
his older "guy" friend who has
troubles deciding whether "he is a
boy or a girl". This song is definitely
anti-homosexual and will offend
narrow-minded people who have no
sense of humour.
The new album by former New
York Doll David Johansen is a real
Knockout. It is called "In Style".
This is one of the best rock LP's this
year. The vocals are like Mick
Jagger's but a little rougher. David
Johansen even looks a bit like old
Mick. The back-up band is just
"plain great". These well
accomplished musicians play
melodic rock. There are eight great
tunes on this LP of which the best
are "Justine", "Melody",- "Swaheto
Woman" (a rock disco tune with
great political lyrics), "You
Touched Me, Too" and "Big City".
The lyrics are wonderful and
thought-evoking.
"In the Naked Eye" by the Greg
Kiha Band is another great rock LP
which has also caught my notice.
The LP features two magnificent
cover versions. "Rendezvous" a
Bruce Springsteen tune and
"Roadrunner" by Jonathan
Richman are intelligent modern
rock pieces done deftly by GKB.The
voice of Greg Kihn is uniquely
pleasant yet it emotes energy and
sensitivity. The rest of" GKB
members are well disciplined
performers. The lyrics to the songs
are interesting, often funny and
some even true to life. One line in a
song goes, "I'm beside myself, but I
wanna be next to you"; simple but
effective. Best tunes are
"Rendezvous", "Roadrunner",
"Getting A way With Murder",
"Moulin Rouge", "Another Lonely
Saturday Night", and "Beside
Myself. This is another one of the
top rock LP's of 1979. If you are
fortunate enough to get both Greg
Kihn Band's "In the Naked Eye"
and David Johansen's "In Style"
you will own two fun albums that
will liven up any dull party or dull
evening.
Kampus Kitchen
by Pat Earl
Some people just never know how
to begin. Well, that's never been a
problem for me. The problem I have
now is how to end. You see, I've
resigned from WLU effective
November 29, 1979 and I'm afraid
this will be my last contribution to
the Cord. Over the two years I've
tried to help you where I could. I'd
like to thank you all for reading my
column and for the positive
feedback you have given me from
time to time. I'd like to thank the
Staff of the Cord itself for giving me
the opportunity to write a regular
column. I've got printer's ink in my
blood and I'd write even if I had to
roll the paper out to do it.
I wish you all the best and leave
you with my warmest personal
regards.
Meanwhile, so as you don't starve
to death . . .
Crispy Corn Pancakes:
Medium sized can of creamed corn
(get the good stuff, it tastes belter)
2 eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons of flour
1 tbsp sugar (if dieting use Sugar
Twin)
V* tsp salt (or to taste)
Method:
Beat all the ingredients together
until smooth. Melt butter in the
frying pan and whenit ishot, but not
burnt, drop in corn mixture by the
spoonful. Fry until crisp; turn and
fry the other side. This should serve 4
regular people or 1 Golden Hawk.
TO HELP FILL YOU UP . . .
Baked Eggburgers
4 hamburger buns - unsliced (again.get the good ones)
3 tbsp melted butter
2 tbsp grated parmesan cheese
4 eggs
salt to taste
butter
paprika
Method:
Remove centers of buns to make
shells. Put centers only in the oven
(preheated) until toasted, then
crumble. Brush shells insideand out
with melted butter. Sprinkle each
with cheese, break an egg into each,
season with salt, top with toasted
crumbs, dot with butter and dust
with paprika. Bake at 325° for 20
minutes.
How about a few household hints so
you don't burn the kitchen down????
A rule of thumb for cooking
vegetables. Covered or uncovered?
In general, vegetables that grow
underground should be cooked
covered; those that grow above the
ground should be cooked
uncovered.
For extra-fluffy mashed potatoes,
fold a stiffly-beaten egg into the
mashed potatoes and beat likecrazy,
put'into the oven for a few minutes
(15-20) and serve.
Frozen vegetables will taste fresher if
they are defrosted before they are
cooked. Defrosted vegetables take
less time to cook; thus they retain a
fresher taste.
Cooked green vegetables stay bright
green if cooked uncovered. Do not
overcook.
To keep sauteed mushrooms light in
color, cook them in butter over
moderate heat. Add a few drops of
lemon juice and water and don't use
a black iron fry pan.
Before flambelng any liqueur,
brandy or whiskey, be sure to heat
it—it won't ignite unless it is hot.
Ifa soup is too salty, add a potato or
two, peeled and quartered. The
potatoes will absorb some of the
saltiness (and they're edible too).
Retain thejuices in a roast (any roast)
by not carving the meat for 15
minutes after taking it from the
oven. This allows the juices to settle
back into the meat rather than
spurting out onto thecarving board.
This works very well with turkey.
Get more juice from citrus fruit by
heating the lemons, oranges or
grapefruit in the oven for just a few
minutes before extracting the juice.
(Don't forget to turn the oven on
too!) If you like fresh coconut meat,
heat the nut in the oven and the meat
comes away from the shell without
bending all your kitchen knives.
Don't cry over cut onions ifyou make
sure they are well chilled before
slicing. Keep them in the crisperand
you won't waste time chilling them.
The Eric Anderson Band at U of W last week
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GRAD PHOTOS
You get: 1 8x10; 2 5x7; 8 Wallet size /
ALL FOR
Choose from six different poses
Phone SOOTER STUDIOS
886-1740 (Special Class rates!) Waterloo Square
893-7120 Stanley Park Mall
POET-TICS
Their World
In a world of their own
wonderful in fantasy,
only real to them
is unknown to us.
We guide them and teach them
as best as we can,
only little is remembered,
we give them a hand.
by Dan McGann
Leaves
A blank piece of paper
blew fast down the street
It rolled collecting dirt specks
Till trees it did meet
It wrapped round a tree trunk
and stood in the breeze
yet isn't it just saddening
Its words hide the leaves
by David Cudmore
Inside the Fence
The grass inside
the fence will
bend as long as
you live there.
But the grass inside
the fence will
die if you no
longer care
by David Cudmore
Unborn Child
Unborn child,
floating in space,
in a beautiful world,
without satin or lace
We envy you th,ere,
simple, serene,
without problem or care,
innocent, clean.
by Dan McGann
Love Takes Time
Love takes time,
[ts a struggling flower among the vine,
it takes awhile to grow,
Emotions friend, or feelings foe?
Love takes time,
It wonders until it knows,
It searches and seeks,
making sure of where it goes.
Love takes time,
and once it finds a place to stay,
it will cling and hold to life,
continuing to grow with each and every day.
by Dan McGann
NEW WAVE POETRY
by Neal Cutcher
It's too bad
All we seem to do is talk about it
We always end up shouting about it
There was a time we could overcome it
But it's too late to say we'll just forget it.
It's too bad that we had to break up
And too much said for us to ever make up
I could get by if I could just forget you
But things remind me and I feel so sad now.
I could say I'm sorry
But it's not the point is it?
You want to play your games and
You don't mind if I get hurt.
Same old feeling every time I see you
And every avenue I walk I'm behind you
Your back is turned and your eyes are closed girl
You move in circles that are out of my reach now.
Paul Weller (from the Jam album "All Mod Cons")
Cost and Quality of Education
by Movin Illusion
Yes folks, a university education.
You too can socialize with studied
intellects, participate in rewarding
courses, learn interesting theories
and face probable unemployment.
There's just one prerequisite;
11ARDWORK! That's right, good,
clean, grueling work. You must face
those endless hours during and after
class with constructive planning.
Many courses and activities are
offered. The picture at right is just
one example of a university student
hard at work. Examine the tiredand
drooping eyes. Notice the tilted
head. The poor lad is so famished he
can scarcely hold his head up. But
alas, a faint smile entertains the
young man's face because h,e reaps
the satisfaction of another day with
his nose to the grind stone.
And there's no skipping classes at
university. No siree. Not a chance.
Our exclusive photograph was taken
during a philosophy examination. In
this particular circumstance the
student is contemplating the
significance of an African Barm/i
spider as compared to a 1979 Eord
Gran Torino.
So don't be a fool or a pot-
head . : . don't waste your life away.
Enroll now at university. If you are
unsure as to the proper procedure
then just apply for the new K-Tel
booklet HIGH ON UNIVERSITY.
Don't let your future go up in
smoke.
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Laura Sharpc Flowers
Three convenient locations:
42 Ontario St. N. 135Union E. 88 King St. S.
(opposite Waterloo Sq.)
Kitchener Waterloo Waterloo
745-1128 745-8411 886-1770
29th annual
Boar's Head
Dinner V^Hggj^^^pH^H
Monday, December 3, 1979 | ■ M
Theatre Auditorium I M KPQn^Prrl
6:30 p.m. ? ■ l«
featuring I ■ j
Steve Brinder I 1 ■ m
$1.00 on campus & V ■ 1
(with meal card) & v V M I
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Come and be part of tradition
Berlin M %J|Mfi
Canada
A Mf-Portrait 1
ofKitchener. Ontario m
Before World War One
• The complete text of the magnificent
1912 Berlin book
• 405 photographs of fine homes,
factories, churches, etc.
• Local "Who's Who," illustrated• New introduction• Index• 328 pages• 405 photographs• Printed (in colour/bw) and
bound (in cloth) in Ontario
this week only at
WLU Bookstore in the Concourse
$22.45
■ .—. : „
SPORTS
U of W Wins WLU B-Ball Tourney
by Chip McBain
As a result oflast weekend'sWLU
Invitational Tournament approxi-
mately three entertaining halves of
basketball were produced. Four
games were scheduled for the
tournament. The first two on Friday
featured the University of Waterloo
against Medaille College (from the
Buffalo area) at 7 p.m. and WLU
faced Mount Allison University
(New Brunswick) at 9 p.m.
Medaille wasn't able to give
Waterloo much of a struggle or the
spectators much to talk about.
Medaille's lackluster performance
was highlighted by too frequent
fouls and sloppy play offensively
and defensively. They appeared
disinterested and were not playing
up to their potential. Six foot guard
Gordon Miller was their bright spot
displaying good ball control and an
ability to taunt the defense.This was
no match for UW's consistently so-
lid and alert play and the 100-63
outcome in Waterloo's favour was
no surprise.
Game two between WLU and
Mount Allison found the Hawks
sitting at half time on what appeared
to be a runaway. After the game
Mounties coach Garney Henley said
it was the worst he had ever seen his
team play.- "We have been on the
road too long ... but I'm makingno
excuses. We can play better but I
take nothing from Laurier". Mount
Allison had lost to the University of
Ottawa by only two points the night
before. Laurier had only beaten
Otiawa by one point the week
previous. With this knowledge in
mind Hawk coach Don Smith
prepared his team in the dressing
room for a tough game. The Hawks
in the first half presented the
opposition with a disciplined 1-2-2
zone defence and forced numerous
Mt. Allison turnovers. The Hawks
looked deadly on the fast break with
Chris Heaver playing a strong
aggresive game at both ends of the
court. The whole team appeared
inspired to a solid team effort with
strong efforts from the likes of six
foot guard Pat Morris and 63"
Orville Clark despite a heavily
braced knee. The second half de-
generated into a somewhat sloppy
match but it did not alter the final
outcome—a 113-78 Laurier victory.
The consolation final between
Medaille and Mt. Allison never
came offas Medaillehad mechanical
troubles with their van while coming
up for the match.
At 9 p.m. the final between UW
and WLU began. A pleasant
surprise it was. The half found the
Hawks leading 32-27 and though
UW won 61-56 Laurier distin-
guished themselves.
At the moment Laurier has only
one player, Steve Agnew, in his third
year and he missed all his second
year with injuries. All the other
Hawks are Ist and 2ndyear players.
On theother handthe Warriorshave
several players such as starters
Seymour Hadwen and Doug Vance
who are nearing the end of their
University careers. For sucha young
team as the Hawks the future looks
bright and they are certainly worth
following.
During the game Waterloo
maintained an unrelenting man to
man defence for much of the time
and had the upper hand off the
board. And as is always the case with
Don McCrae's Warriors were rarely
caught off guard. As a rule both
teams played much better on defense
than on offense but the game had
high spectator value from the
beginning to end, the outcome
always in doubt. The Hawks stayed
mostly with a 1-2-2zone that wasfor
the most part effective. They
occasionally appeared frustrated by
the Waterloo defence. Leon
Arendse, however, managed to get
to the basket a numberoftimes with
a good baseline move and on the
whole Laurier got at the basket
enough to make them look like a
team with a good year ahead.
This coming Friday at 7 p.mi the
Golden Hawks meet the University
of Manitoba in the UW Gym as part
of the Naismith Tournament being
hosted at UW this weekend. The
game should be well worth watching
so get out and support your Hawks
PIC
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Here's a look at the Hawks defense in action. Guard Pat Morris (3) is at the top of thekey withPaul Flack (40) at therear and Chris
Heaver (42) and Bob Fitzgerald (20) on the sides.
Women's B-ball Win
by Joe Veit
The Women's Basketball team
got on the winning track this past
Sunday afternoon by downing
Carleton 79-62. The previous
Tuesday they suffered their second
defeat of the year when they lost a
heart-breaker to Ryerson 57-56.. The team, however, put theirpast
behind them and went out against
Carleton prepared to capture their
first victory of the season. The
starting line-up on this afternoon
consisted of Cindy Stinchcombe at
centre, forwards Karen Danche,
Tracy Bourne and guards Jill Burtch
and JaneCampbell.The big guns for
Laurier against Carletonwere Cindy
Stinchcombe and -Karen Danche
with 21 and 20 points respectively,
Marilyn Wilkinson chipped in with
14and Jill Burtch and rookie Tracy
Gerber accounted for 10 points
each.
The Hawkettes have run into a
combination of injuries with Cheryl
Coates out for at least a week with
knee problems, a couple of others
suffering hip complications and also
a bout of the flu passing through the
ranks.
The Laurier squad will next be in
action this Saturday afternoon in
Windsor and the following
Wednesday will take on Brock
University.
Their last home game before
the Christmas break will take place
on Thursday December 6 at 8 pm.
against the Windsor Lancerettes.
Laurier has played Windsorearlier
on in the year in an exhibition match
and came out on the short end of the
stick by about 30 points, however,
the Hawkettes are a vastly improved
team since then.
It appears as if all that wasneeded
was for the team to gain some
experience and get to know one
another's capabilities before they
started to gell. Best of luck
Hawkettes this weekend in Windsor
and throughout the rest of the year.
Hawkettes veteran Susan Bates goes in all alone for a lay-up against Mac. '
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Golden V-Ballers lose to Plumbers
by Mike Beijbom
Last Wednesday Nov. 14, the
Golden Hawks Men's Volleyball
team lost a squeaker to Waterloo at
the Physical Ed. Complex at
Waterloo. Waterloo won the match
3 games to 2. The scores were 15-9,
4-15, 14-16, 17-15. and 9-15.
Unfortunately the Hawks outside
attack was not as effectiveas it could
have been, but their defense was the
best they played all year, especially
their blocking against the Waterloo
attack.
The first game was totally
dominated by the Golden Hawks.
The second game was a mental
letdown as Waterloo got off to a
good start. In the 3rd game the
Golden Hawks were leading 14-11,
but unfortunately couldn't hold on
to win.
The fourth game featured a
comeback win for the Golden
Hawks. Down 13-2, Coach Chris
Coulthard substituted in some ofthe
second stringers. They came
through and managed to come back
and win 17-15. The most
outstanding player in this game was
4th* year veteran Mike Cressman
who was all over the floor.
The last game was a seesaw battle
with Waterloo finally coming out on
top 15-9.
The team is featuring some
promising rookies and also a crop of
good returnees. The veterans are:
Dean Dyer, Mike Cressman, Bill
Praught. Eric Yap. Tim Seegmiller.
Grant Barber and Phil Semplc.
Randy Koerber, Dave Menary. The
rookies are: John Jones, Ken
Steven, Henry Epp, JeffLethbridge,
and myself.
The men's volleyball team sees
action next Friday (tomorrow night)
at 8:00 in Guelph and the following
Wednesday Nov. 28th they play host
to Western for their last home game
before exams. Game time is 8:00, be
there and watch some entertaining
volleyball.
*3381llIIIIWIWIIIIIIII
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Golden Hawks Erie Yap (6) smashes a spike into Waterloo territory while teammates Bill Praught
(2) and Dave Menary (1) look on.
Canadian athletes lack support
CALGARY (CUP)—Canada's
results in the 1980 Olympics will
mirror the regression of national
sports programs, according! to the
University of Calgary physical
education dean.
Roger Jackson, who is a former
Sport Canada official, said that the
1980 Olympic results will be below
those earned in 1976and below what
may have been achieved under the
former Liberal government policy.
Jackson told a press conference
held in support of the junior
Olympics and Olympic programs,
that the Conservative government
policy, where it clearly exists, spells a
decrease in commitment to amateur
sport and university sport in
particular.
Jackson said that under the
Liberal government amateur sport
was guaranteed an extension of the
LotoCanada and a policy paper
outlining the future for amateurs
had been assembled.
There was, he said, "a strong
development in funding until a year
ago." In addition, hopes for
improved national sport programs
were "kept alive because the lottery
was to be continued past 1979".The
lottery was to provide $40 million
this year.
However, the Tory government
has changed .much of this in two
ways. First there has been a decen-
tralization of funds. The Tories, and
fitness minister Steve Paproski have
given Loto Canada rights to the
provinces, but terms are unclear.
What is clear is a reduction from the
proposed $40 million subsidy for
amateur to the present $12~million
level.
Secondly, is the absence of policy
at federal and provincial levels.
Jackson blames a "lack of attention
from the federal government" for
regression of Canadian sport
programs. Present funding reflects
this attitude. So too does reduced
funding for intercollegiate travel.
The Alberta government, after the
Loto and money transfer, has been
unable to provide proposals on
money allocation and priority.
These conditions may interfere
with Jackson's hopes to see
universities strengthen national
programs. Jackson declares "the
country has relied on the club
system" to develop athletes and he
adds "very few clubs came
through". However, success
occurred from "clubs and the
federal government" cooperating.
Jackson states that to be
internationally successful national
programs should use universities'
"expertise, sport sciences, and
subsidized coaching." Jackson said
sport governing bodies have "not
established formal contacts and
concludes the federal government
"has to help national governing
bodies to involve universities."
Justification for university sport
funding, Jackson explains, also lies
in its contribution to sport.
Universities, he states, do a "lot of
research", both biomechanical and
psychological. University resources
can also supply strong support that
in East Germany has helped athletes
to succeed.
Jackson points out the East
Germans gain the advantage
because "they are more committed
and organized".
Still, as Jackson points out,
"equipment here is better than the
East German's, but is neglected
because Canadian coaches must be
"managers and planners" too.
Jackson emphasized the potential
at universities for providing sophis-
ticated coaching. "We can out East
German the East Germans," he
said.
Consequently, Canada iscapable,
through federal support, of making
the commitment for international
success, he said. However, the
commitment now is lacking and
available resources like universities
are not being exploited.
The answer for a long term
renewal of success if probably the
funding of national programs that
can use sophisticated collegiate
resources. As an example, Jackson
points out the U of C's support of
national hockey, swimming,
basketball, and gymnastics
programs.
However, a change in priorities
too may be necessary. WhereasTory
commitment to amateur programs
was vague in the transfer of Loto
money, the commitment of three
million to the Edmonton Coliseum
was not. The priority for spending
that this arrangement suggests isnot
encouraging when one considers the
Coliseum's contribution to amateur
sport.
Hawky Hawks lose to Michigan
by Fred McCauley
Another letdown was suffered by
the WLU Golden Hawks as they
ventured into Kalamazoo, Michigan
to play two exhibition hockey games
against Western Michigan
University. The Hawks faced back-
to-back losses to their team,
chopping a 12-2 decision on Friday
and then losing 7-4 on Saturday.
In the first game, the Hawks weak
defensive play and numerous minor
penalties contributed to their
downfall. Western Michigan
managed to score five power play
goals against Laurier and coach
Gowingfelt that his team just didn't
play well. The players were
disappointed and hoped to turn
things around in the next game,and
they almost did.
The following game was much
closer as Laurier held a 1-0 lead at
the end of the first period, were
losing 3-2 at the end of the second
and kept it close up to the midway
point of the third period. The
Golden Hawks gave a much better
showing in this gameand this should
give them the confidence to win
against York at the.Auditorium on
November 22.
The play in both games was fairly
rough with Brian Crombeer and
Greg Ahbe receiving injuries as a
result. However, both players will be
in acfion for Laurier's next game.
Unfortunately it appears that the
Hawks have lost the services of
speedy forward Glen McClelland
because of leg problems. This player
will be greatly missed by the Hawks
as his offensive punch was a great
asset to the team.
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Unclassified Classified Unclassified
For only a nickel a word (periods and commas are free) you
W* can have printed free (except for the nickel a word charge)
•S» anything your little heart desires. The only stipulation is that
J*«» it can't be offensive to anyone. Your, ad with your name, C©
y$ address, and phone number along with your I.D. number 3*
5C and of course your money in advance must be in the Cord JJj*
,3 Office by NOON on Monday before the paperThursday. Just
ask for '57' and he should be there to take your ad.
E.A.M.—Ifyour brain has faded to the point that you can't
remember what happened, I have my doubts as to your • 5".ability in other areas. (Sigh)—Miss R. . I(
P.S.—Do onions help your blood circulation too? ft
CJ CC
*S To the guy who spent $l3o° on P mball last Friday S*.C© afternoon: we will not tell about your exciting afternoon if ***»X you invite us over drinking again! f^j*
S ft-To the boys at the CLUB: Quoting Professor MarshallFrom
our Favourite Livingston article brings encouragement:
5 "Academic successand business achievement have relatively Q
•»5 little association with each other." S**«*§ :'. "'. .. CC
CC MISSING—One brown eyed, brown haired female. Lost in
J area of apt. No. 20 (she didn't ask). Answers to name"MAGS". Last seen jogging in the hallway. If found, feed g
CJ BBQ Chips and call the (worried) guys next door. <3*
JO To ALL FEMALE STUDENTS beware of 4th year Roland,
(Sorry about the mistake in last week's column, Roland!) S
S-Greg: We concede. You win the disco contest. We humble Q
<CJ ourselves in defeat. We applaud your VIRILITY. We CO
*S LAUGH AT YOUR BEARD. 22
Q • HA HA HA BEAVER BOMBERS. (^8 »-Somewhere on a barber shop floor lies theremains of Peter
Frampton. How does it feel to be Mick Jagger now—Your Cj
§ fans. g-
it* 2*Dear Gerry R: Remember that 9—you're now a 3. *©
S2. S55 If you think Space Invaders is your whole life Roland, wait 2j*
kJS till you try Spaceship One! After one game, Rick, Dave and
Jack put it numberone in their lives, above Space Invaders!
One blue pair of ladies eyeglasses found near the concourse
on Tuesday.November 13, 1979. To claim them, call Ron at 2?
886-3574 after 4:00. S,
«C MITCH—It's 2 days late but happy 20th. We know it's 2g
X depressing but just remember you're only.as young as you «^.
J feel, (and you must feel pretty young if you're still hunting JJfjpolliwQgs at your age), with love—F-Troop (^
cj ft*Ruth—l know who you are. I won the bottleofCC at Elder's_ Casino night.—Hugh ,—i*.tJ ■ • g•S» Happy Birthday Deb from the cleanest apartment in K-W. Q
y$ Thanks to the four-fifths of theFive Star Gang who showed JJJ
J the other one-fifth of the Ganga good.trrie in the "Big City" Jjklast weekend. Thanks also to the gang member who made f^"*r_ the weekend possible by promising to type up an essay or P>
two!—'the country star'
Deepest Sympathies are extended to the guys at the v
JP*» University Hilton who are apparently going to lose
•»»i washroom priviledges in the near future ... it's goingto be a JJw
J COLD winter!Happy Birthday Lynn! Remember, the 'stars' will be
gg watching you tonight at jhe Max Webster Concert, so don't Jgi
try to be 'phisticated for just this once! 2O «-Hugh—lknow who you are, but Roland doesn't—Ruth. i^
FOUND—one calculator, contact WLU Security.
Urgently needed: One grandpato look after wayward family Jg
J (especially Grandma) on certain floor in Conrad. Forward JJHapplications to any member of family. m
Unclassified Classified Unclassified
golden words
This pretty young lady on theright
is a member of one of Laurier's
athletic teams which has been more
or less unheard of in the past few
years. The swim team is the team to
which I'm referring and the young
lady is JoanneVan Maele, one of the
swimmers who competed in a dual
meet this past weekend against
Ryerson. The Golden swimmers
turned in a solid performance in
what was their first competition of
the year defeating Ryerson 94 to 74
in total points. Veteran Tom Hett
and Rookie Joanne lead the team with three individual victories each.
"It's a great way to start off the season. Everybody swam well and
gave their best", remarked Joanne in reference to the teams fine
showing in Toronto.
WOMEN'S FINAL SCORE: WLU 50 Ryersqn 30
Diving WLU vs Ryerson
Paul Popovish (Ist)
Coach of WLU Swim Team—Paul Meronen
The Swim team has tended to be quite sparse at WLU and though it
is by no means gigantic this year, there are approximately fifteen
members who turn out for practices a minimum ofthree timesa week.
So while you're lying in your cozy littlebed tryingnot to thinkabout
all the term papers and exams quickly approaching or ofhow to stop
the throbbing sensation in yourhead (complimentsof last night's pub)
Joanneand herfellow teammates quite likely will be splashing away in
the pool working on their techniques and trying to better their times.
Coach Paul Meronen keeps the team busy with daily workouts
scheduled early in the morning for an hour and a half on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday andafter school on Monday, Thursday and
Friday.
A special tip of the hat goes out to Laurier's sole diver Paul
Popovich who not only placed first in thediving competitionsbut also
helped out the men's team by swimming the 200 yd medley relay to
give the team a required fourth member.
Greatperformance team now thatWLU knows you exist I'm sure
they will give you their full fledged support in the spirit of the Golden
Hawks tradition.
Joe Veil
I Sports Editor
Dual Swim Meet: Wilfrid Laurier at Ryerson
MEN'S FINAL SCORE: WLU 44 Ryerson 44
Hawkettes Glitter in T.O.
by Joe Veit
Men's Tennis Final
Joe Szostak defeated John
Menchella 7-6, 7-6
team has improved, just three short
weeks ago in an exhibition match at
WLU the girls lost three straight
games to Laurentian.
The Women's Volleyball team
was in Toronto this past weekend
but not to watch the annihilation of
the Western Mustangs, but rather to
participate in a Tier II interlocking
tournament with five other teams
hosted by the University ofToronto.
Coach "Cookie" Leach was very
pleased with the team's performance
and said "(they) played extremely
well all weekend". The Hawkettes
went down to defeat in their first
match, which was against Queen's
and then remained undefeated in
their remaining four consecutive
matches.
Friday: Lost to Queen's 12-15,6-15
Laurentian 6-15, 15-LO,
15-11
Saturday: Ryerson 15-4, 15-12
Trent 15-10, 15-6
Carleton 15-1, 15-7
The starting line-up featured
Denise Harrison (rookie hitter),
Arlene Twomey (rookie hitter),Lori
Saver (3rd year setter), Laurie
Higgins (3rd year hitter), Leigh
Stirling (rookie hitter) and captain
Nancy Saunders (2nd year setter).
Coach Leach is very pleased with the
way things are setting up (get it,
"setting- up"?) for the Hawkettes
and says, "the vets and the rookies
are finally starting to play as a team
rather than as individuals."
Against Laurentian some key
blocks by Laurie Higgins in
combination with the strong spiking
ability of Leigh Stirling, Arlene
Twomey and Denise Harrison
ensured victory for Laurier. To give
you an indication ofhow much this
Throughout the weekend all non-
starters played very well and helped
contribute to Laurier's fine showing
in the Tournament. "Cookie" was
very pleased with the performance
of rookie Nancy Phillips and said,
"she showed great potential when
called upon Friday night against
Laurentian". Coach Leach added
that for a player who has not seen
much action this season Nancy
made some fine defensive plays as
well as some excellent setting. The
women's volleyball team gets it next
taste ofaction this coming Saturday
when they travel to Windsor for an
OWIAA competition.
The Hawkettes in action against Brock last week,
PIC
BY
JAY
BABIN
Playoff Picture
Touch Football Semi Finals
Final
Soccer
Final Standings
Semis
Finals
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Event Swimmers Time
Men
200 yd medley relay
200 yd free
50 yd free
200 yd individual
medley
100 yd fly
100 yd free
400 yd free
100yd breast
Paul Popavich
Tom Hett
John Falk
Rick Van Mael
JohnFalk (1st)
Tom Hett (1st)
Rick Van Maele (2nd)
Rick Van Mael (2nd)
Tom Hett (1st)
John Falk (3rd)
Rick Van Maele (1st)
Tom Hett (1st)
i' ■■
1:56.1
1st place
2:05.2
23.5
2:30.1
1:08.1
51.5
56.6
4:30.9
1:11.5
Women
200 yd medley relay
200 yd free
50 yd free
200 yd individual
medley
100 yd fly
100 yd free
100 yd back
400 yd free
100 yd breast
Joanne Van Maele
Chris Rol
Nancy Petrick
Lori McEacheren (1st)
Nancy Petrick (1st)
Lori McEacheren (2nd)
Joanne Van Maele (1st)
Chris Rol (3rd)
Joanne Van Maele (1st)
Nancy Petrick
Lori McEacheren (2nd)
Lori McEacheren (2nd)
Chris Rol (3rd)
Nancy Petrick (1st)
Joanne Van Maele (1st)
Chris Rol (2nd)
2:24.4
2:20.0
2:43.3
29.8
36.0
2:39.1
2:42.9
1:26.5
1:17.6
1:21.3
1:12.5
4:58.4
1:47.3
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Q DAILYENTERTAINMENT D
Mon.—Pro Am Strip Night HJMl Tub.—English Rock* Roll Night ■■n| Wad.—VarietyAmateurNight plus Drinking Contests B^■M Thurs.—'SO's Rock & RollNight laJW Fri. a Sal -Party Niohts W
Mil "Danca yourpants oil" Bad■■ Mastarol CaramoniaaandDisc Jockay PB
ksfl DAVID LODGE ftj
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H »7It. T.V. Screen-Pool Tables-PoolTournamants a»ary Saturday-PinballMachines KJ
jk The Starlight Lounge up.*°e JE
relaxing atmosphereand quiet musk .idfllefl
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Touch football champions, Watt's Studz defeated Varner's 25-19.
PIC
BY
PETER
BERNOTAS
Runner up in the touch football league, the Varner's
Bus 7 Keeps
Rolling
by Steve Willert
This weeks action saw two
unblemished, streaks continued. Bus
7 edged Bus 5 in a close game to
remain undefeated and untied in six
games; while Bus 6 now claims the
dubious honour of the sole
unvictorious tie, as they were
defeated by Bus 4.
Last Wednesday night, November
14, Bus 7 and Bus 5 squared off, with
first place going to the victor. It was
apparent from the outset that they
came to play, as both teams skated
hard and also laid on the body at
every opportunity. Bus 7 once more
took advantage ofa tiring opponent
as they scored twice in the final three
minutes of play to eke out a 4 to 2
victory. Goal scorers for Bus 7 were
Bennett, Horan, MacDonald,
and Gascon. Replying for Bus 5
were Gowan and Palango.
The second game of the night
pitted two unvictorious teams, Bus 6
and Bus 4 against each other. Bus 4
walked away with a 3 to 0shutout, as
they managed to keep Bus 6 at bay
and locked in their own end all
game. The game was unspectacular,
although solidly played by Bus 4.
who (par normal) occasionally
marred the game with dirty play.
The games on Sunday night,
November 18, featured one
unfortunate circumstance. In the
first game between Bus 4 and Bus 2,
the Bus 2 goalie did not appear. As a
result, Bus 2 forfeited the game to
Bus 4. This gives Bus 4 two victories
in their last two games and moves
them back into the thick of things in
the standings.
The second gamefeatured a bit of
rivalry as Bus 5 played Bus 3. Bus 5
outlasted the Bus 3 challenge and
gained a hard fought 3 to 1 victory.
Both teams took to hard hitting in
an effort to neutralize their
opponents attack. This was a fairly
successful strategy as can be shown
by the score, but resulted in
numerous penalties. However no
team could take advantage of the
power play opportunities. The
goalies at both ends, Kevin Day and
Will Smith played strong, especially
Day as he made several saves on
point blank drives. Bus 5 scorers
were Palango, Head, and Keilhauer.
Muirhead tallied the lone goal for
Bus 3.
Top Scorers
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layer
luirhead
rische
lacDonald
elter
hadder
iascon
/ilkie
rozonouski
loran
T
3
3
7
7
7
7
5
2
7
(,
11
9
4
4
4
4
7
3
5
A
cS
4
6
6
5
5
2
5
3
Pts
19
13
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
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Get
a little
Southern Comfort. 30UUldfll B 3
On the rocks. Or stirred, I
shaken, even blended with I uL-jLI a 579-3990.irthright
1 Always remember, you
I have a friend at
I Birthright willing to
I listen and help you with
I your problems during
1 pregnancy.
¥ ' NEED tI CONFIDENTIALI HELP?I LEGAL AID
I DEPARTMENT
I 2nd Floor S.U.B.
I Mon Taara. 10asB-4psn
■ Fri. 10..-2p.
V 884-5330
Short
Stop
by Joe Veit
Still wanted eager, enthusiastic,
talented, energetic sports writers.
However it is not necessary to
possess any of the above qualities to
qualify; if you're interested that's
good enough. Come on up to the
Cord office and give me a shout.
* * *
Well for the fourth time in the last
five years it'll be the Edmonton
Eskimos and the Montreal
Alouettes in the Grey Cup to be
played this Sunday at The Big O
(Olympic Stadium) in Montreal.
After completing their most
impressive season (11-4-1) in recent
history the Alouettes are primed to
defeat the defending Grey Cup
champions. So remember if you're
putting any money on the game be
sure to bet on the Esks. Why?
Because I predicted the Als.
* * *
The 1979 College Bowl
Champions are the Acadia Axemen
as a result of their 34-12 drubbingof
the Western Mustangs. Well,
congratulations Billy Burke you hit
the nail on the head this time
predicting an Axemen victory.
You'll have to sharpen up a bit
though before you think ofreplacing
Jimmy the Greek; your point spread
leaves a little to be desired (18 points
to be exact).
Bad news/or all yoga enthusiasts,
your instructor Anna Mac Hill has
had to quit due to other
commitments and thus yoga has
been cancelled until further notice.
If you're interested in carrying on or
instructing contact Gary Jeffries in
the A.C.
Regular writer Jane Ellenor will
return to the beat next week in fine
form. She was out with an injury this
week but hopes to be back in the
line-up next game.
* * *
PIC
BY
MIKE
STRATHDEE
Hawks Leon Arendse (5) Ina jumpball with Warriors Richard Kurtz
05). ■;
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ROCK & ROLL
From November 22 to November 29 at
Rock to the tune ofprecision hairstyling for only
$700C|} / REG. $10.00
MEN ONLY/SORRY LADIES ,
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW!
Hairworld
92 King St. S., Waterloo
885-2151
BANK OF MONTREAL.
T c nave career opportunitiesforXvvLJ people whoare willing to work hard,
T|-pi * T TXT" assume challenging and responsi-wtpA I V ble work assignments,and manage
— J the officeoperation in an aggres-CT-If|T sive consumer oriented environ-
T Successful candidates will possess
LnJkJm\. a university degreeor college
TXTr¥Y~\ JT1 diploma and be able to demon-J_\J J strate leadership skills, good judg-
ment, initiative, maturity and good
oral communication.
Regardless of your discipline, ifyou
possess these qualities, you may
find exciting andchallenging
rewards with Bank of Montreal.
We will be interviewing at your
Campus on January 9 & 10,1980
and are accepting applications at
your placement office until
December 14,1980.
the
Cord
Weekly
In this issue . . .
-Pierre Trudeau talking to young
Liberals
-Billy Joel tells us about himself
-Jo-ann Van Maele shines at
swimming meet
-Found: $157,000?
-Bookstore explained
-Kampus Kitchen takes its final
bow
-censorship and seduction on
editorial page
-and more letters than last week.
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Billy Joel in Toronto
Groceries y^^^^^l^T^^- The Star JM. JM_Dairy products W J M m M E — M TheSundaySun ■Candy / f M J M M # / Novelties 'JJVr■ IfcGold Drinks ft / Wintario and A C I
Magazines v/.lgQgßEm;l^33B3 Loto Canada
School Supplies We cater to students Tickets
because we're so close to campus m S ff ak M*
I CAPRI I FRITO-LA^^lEiLSOirnI Bathroom I Assorted I Hot I
I Tissue I PotatoChipsl Chocolate I
I 2Rolls 200gBaggQ(U| 284g $^091
■ KRAFT ImcCAIN I SUNLIGHT I
I oii^ffc I PIZZA 4 x5in I Liquid II?" .*. I Regular, Deluxe I Deteraent II Boz. J C|,npr m^^ l "ewrg i ■I wrapped 89j P $169 1 12oz. 59* |
